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ABSTRACT

Using the decay sequence J / _, _ )'X,X _a_(980)r:_;,a_(980) _ r/_, where X is the f1(i285) or r/(1400), the r/_r+

vs. r/x- Dalitz plot intensity distributions are fitted with a model containing a coupled-channel parametriza-

tion of the a0(980). Preliminary values for the spin of X, the mass and width of the a_(980) to r/a t, and the ratio

of a_(980) coupling strengths, g_</g2, to K'°K. and r/_+ are determined. From this model, the predictions for

the ratios of branching ratios rx = B(X _ ao(980)r:). B(ao(980) _ KK) / B(X --_a_ (980)_). B(a_(980) _ r/rgt) are

compared with those obtained from MARK III Partial Waves analyses of the decays J/_,--_'K_IC_r6 and

]/_,_VT_+_ -.

I. INTRODUCTION determine whether the same pseudoscalar state is

The MARK III collaborationS: has recently per- observed in both decays, a coupled-channel analy-

formed isobar model partial wave analyses (PWA) sis is performed to determine the ratio g_ /g_ of

of the decays: a_(980) coupling strengths to K°K+ and TI_+. The

]/¢-'*yK_IC_r_ (1) ratio of branching ratios

and B(X _ ao(980)r_). B(ao(980) -_ K'K)

]/_,.--*yq_+_t- (2) r = B(X -_ a_(980)Tt_). B(a_(980) _ r/_ ) (3)

The PWA intensities for both decays are shown for the decay of X, where X is either the f1(1285) or

in Fig. 1. Below 1.35 GeV/c 2, the f1(1285) is ob- r/(1400), can then be estimated by the coupled

served in the 1++ ao(980)_t partial wave, as shown channel model and compared with that obtained

in Figs. 1('o) and l(d) for channels (1)1 and (2)2, by the partial wave analyses. The coupled channel

respectively. A pseudoscalar state at -1400 predictions and PWA ratios are referred to as rcc

MeV/c 2, the r/(1400), is observed by both analyses and rpwa, respectively. The PWA product branch-

to decay through a0(980) (cf., Figs. l(a) and 1(c)). To ing ratios are listed in Table I.

*Work supported in part by Department of Energy contracts No. DE-AC03-76SF00515, No. DE-AC02-
76ER01195, No. DE-AC02-87ER40318, No. DE-AC03-81ER40050, and No. DE-AM03-76SF00010, and by the
National Science Foundation.
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: ..................... _l,boost vector in the 7/ rest frame. As shown in
-'_ ! _a) 0 acn (}(l(v) ; (b) I' I'_'K(b:k_,.) i

_' _" i" /__l-_ ! Fig. 2, cleara_(980) signalsareobservedinboth

i i the 1.22<m17mr<l,35 GeV/c t and 1.35<mrlmr<l,45

- : _ Jr+ +.t-+JFL+_ _ GeV/c t Orr+n- mass.intervals (henceforth referred
?--'_--='_"- -_................. 7 "--++*- + to as the "f1(1285) region" and "0(I400) region ,

-".... ; (_.) 0 ,,: (,:._ _ (d_ _. ,,0,,.(,_,,) ; respectively)
J

i III COUPLED CHANNEL MODEL

"_- i - : The observed Dalitz spectra shown in Figs. 2(a)

_ ;+_.+_.+._Jl"._.L.__+ ._-.La_!+!!+++__.ITI31..II_._._t and 2(d) are fitted with a model which describes

_._ :3 _.4 ,I5 1.6 _3 _.4 1.b _._ thedecay
Photon Recoii Mass (GeV/c z)

X --, a_(980)n _,aJ(980) _ on* (4)
Fig. 1. (a-b): 0-. ao(980)tr and 1++K*K partial wave
intensities for decay (1). The spin intensity to the From the measured four-vectors of the final state,

left of the dashed line in l(b) corresponds to 1.*+ the amplitude for this decay is constructed using

ao(980)n. (c-d): 0-.* ao(980)rr and I .*+ao(980)tr partial an invariant tensor formalism. 4,s. The resulting

wave intensities for decay (2). syrnmetrized spin-one intensity is

1_(m2,2,m_)=lP+Bw++ff_nw-12au_'s ¢5#
II DATA

where m+ and i_+(m. and __) are the invariant
Events from decay (2) are observed in the

mass and 3-rnornenturn, respectively, of the r/tr+
yy?Tr.*tr-final state. Events with _3 photons and (r/tr) system and dLIPS is the Lorentz invariant

two charged tracks with zero net charge are sub- phase space volume element.

jected to a four-constraint (4C) kinematic fit to the For a spin-zero parent, the corresponding

hypothesis 7?7'x+tr,. Candidate events with at least symmetrized intensity is
oire _ combination within 70 MeV/c 2 of the r/

mass and no combination within 35 MeV/c 2 of l°(mt+'rnt-)=

2 2 [2

the tr0 mass are then 5C-fitted to the hypothesis lm, -mn rn2 _2-:- r% BW-
7r/tr.*tr-. The final sample is obtained by requiring [-m2_n BW+ + m_nn dUPS (6)
that the 5C fit X2-probability P(Xt)>IO%, the energy

of each photon Ey>lO0 MeV and that Icos_<0.95,

where 7 is the angle between the photon and the

Table I. MARK III ao(980)tr partial wave results
-, .......... , ,., i ......... .,.i ............ , ....... , ...........

Decay sequence ]_,c /VlX FX Branching ratio Ref.

[MeV/c 2] [MEV] [10-4 ]

] / _¢-_ 7X,X _ ao(980)rc,ao(980) -., KK 0-+ 1416"_ # "t-21tzA.*37-24+13 ...._ l_+t'71.6-l+2"#.S (])

1++ 1285 25 0.66±0.26+0.29 (3)

J / _F_ yX, X _ a_(980)tr _,a_(980) _ r/tr:t 0 + 14001"6 45+13 3.38:L0.33_0.59 (2)

. 1++ 1285 25 2.60"20.28..+0.51 (2)
........ _u , ............. . .,.., , ,, , : ,L.=_: : ;; ......................... .,,',. .,, ,,,,',', , , _...... :



The a_(980) propagators BW "tare described by a spin-zero or Spin-one intensity distribution, eval-

modified version of the Flatt(_ coupled channel uated for the k th event. The parameters deter-
model:6 mined from the fit are: f, the fraction of observed

g_n events attributed to the decay (4); m R, , the a0(980)
BW ± _ (7) resonance mass; the a0(980) width to r/a-*;and the

m_-_ -imR(r_., +rra<,)
coupling strength raiio, g_"/ g_,

where

IV. RESULTS

The results of fitting the Dalitz plots in Figs. 2(a)
and 2(d) are summarized in Table II. For each r/;_rr

I _.2PK_ _2 >n

_;K_',eK " mass interval, a comparison between alternate
parent spin hypotheses is shown. For the f1(1285)

Fr'/<'= | Iw,I (9) region, spin-one is favored by approximately 6

light, p_ <0 . standard deviations, while the spin-zero hypothe-
sis is favored in the rl(1400)region by approxi-

where Prl (PK) is the momentum of the 7/(K) in mately 7o'. For the fits with the smallest log lik:qi-

the 7j_t(KK) rest frame and g2 (g_) is the coupling hood, m R and F_I, are in good agreement with

strength of the a_(980) to the 11a:+ ('K°K*) final values obtained by the LASS experiment. 8
state. Since we are fitting only to the r/;r channel, the

To account for events not described by the coupling ratio g_/g_ is rather poorly determined.

above amplitudes, an additional term, A more precise measurement of this quantity is

lt_ck '_ dLIPS UO) made by the LASS experiment who perform a si-
multaneous fit to their data and to those of Gay et

is included in the fit. The fit is performed by mini- al.9 in both the rj_ and KK channels. The couplir g

mizing the negative log likelihood 7 ratio obtained by the LASS experiment is

e_.-,,ts f lk 1 t ' (12)- t -- a.-t_.Oyk__,logt f jeldLiPS+(1-f)jedLiPS J (11) gk / g_ =" "+:"
Incorporating this value with it s asymmetric er-

where e is the detection efficiency and Ik is the ror into our log likelihood fit yields the results
shown in Table III.

Table II. MARK III coupled &anne] fit results, ,,,,, ,, ,, .....

fit interval: ft(1285) region rl(1400_ionr-

parent spin: 0 1 0 1

f 1,000 +_O.147 O.888 +_O,073 O,654 +__O,083 0.539 +-O.066

mR (GeV /c 2) 1,023 zt 0,008 1.001 5:0,007 1,004 Y:0,010 0,999 +_0.007

F'r/_r(GeV) 0.105:t: 0.018 O,090:k 0,017 0.105+_ 0.023 0,055 +__0,016

g2r/ g_ 1,823+_0,747 0.672 :_ 0,634 1,3752:0,684 2,371 :k 1.258

Likelihood -76.3 -.94, I -94.4 - 70,3
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Fig.2. Dalitz plots and projections corresponding to the f1(1285) region, 2(a-c), and the
77(1400)region(d-f). The Dalitz boundaries in 2(a) and 2(d) correspond to r/n_ - masses of
].283 and 1.400 GeV/c 2, respectively. The heavy solid curves in 2(b-c) and 2(e-f) are the
projections of the spin-one and spin-zero intensifies, respectively, added to the back-
ground. The light curves represent the background inteasities.



"Fable III. MARK III coupled channel fit i ...... ' ........... ' rl

results incorporating the cou- 1,0 t

pling constant ratio obtained t | !

by the LASS experiment. J ] - "" i

Tfit interval: fi(1285) region 0(1400) rea,ion _ i _ " _

parent spin: I 0 _ 0. f_ .- i

f 0.876 ......+ 0.070 0.660 Y:0.081 z ... -" ,j, _....... ..__.............. i

mR (GeV/c 2) 1,007 + 0,009 1,C07 +,0.010 .. ................:......-x_ i

FT1n (GEV) ' 0,097 :t 0,02I O.102 _+0,022 I

O.0

g2/g2 1,831+_0.584 1.9_ _+0,553 _ _ ' :_
2/ 2

Likelihood -92.6 -93.9 g K / g rl

Fig. 3. The prediction, rcc , plotted versus the
The relative errors on the coupling constant ra-

coupling ratio, for the coupled channel fit results

tios are reduced; the values of the remaining pa- in the f1(1285) region (solid curve) and in the

rameters and log likelihoods do not change signif- r/(1400) region (dashed curve). The open circle and

icantly, open square correspond to the values obtained

Using the coupling ratios presented in Table III, from the fit for the coupling ratio in the fi(1285)

the intensities in Eqs. (5) and (6) are numerically and rl(1400)regions, respectively. The error bars

integrated over the f](I285) and 71(1400) regions of are statistical only.

yr/rr+Jr- and ?'KK'n phase space, respectively, tO ob-

ta.in the predicted ratios of branching ratios, rcc. In smaller r/rr+n - mass intervals, (ii) imposing more

Fig. 3, the dependence of Fcc on the coupling ratio restrictive criteria on the acceptance of the charged

is shown for the f1(1285) and 0(1400) mass inter- and neutral tracks and (iii) using a more elaborate

vals. In Table IV, these values are compared with coupled-channel parametrization.10,11 In the

those obtained from the PWA analyses of f1(1285) region, the agreement between rcc and

Reactions (1) and (2), rpw a. rpw a is good. In this interval, only the aO(980)rc

amplitudes are kinematically accessible, greatly

reducing the uncertainties in the PWA results.

Table. IV. ratio., of branchin._.......ratio comj._arison_.=. In the r/(1400) interval, rpwa appears to be larger

state X rcc rpw a than the coupled channel prediction, although

fl (1285) 0.25._ 0.09 d: 0.05 0,25 _ 0.I0 :t: 0.16 the statistical and systematic uncertainties are
large (both K*K and a0(980)_ partial waves con-+o.7,1 . _

. 71(I400) 0.69,,:t: 0.20:_ 0,14 1.95 +_0.54 .-o.6z tribute to the KKrt width in this mass range). One

possible explanation for the apparent discrepancy

The first error associated with each entry is sta- is that additional S-wave amplitudes, mistakenly

tistical, while the second error is systematic. The identified as ao(980)K contribute to the KKTr struc-

statistical errors on rcc have been determined ture at 1400 MeV/c 2, While this cannot be ruled

from the covariance matrix of the fitted parame- out with the present statistics, a more likely ex-

ters in Table III. The systematic errors have been planation is that not ali of the O+ao(980)_r partial

estimated by (i) performing the fits in larger and wave is resonant. Due to limited statistics and the
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ao(980)rr signal is assumed to be nonresonant, as

suggested by Fig. l(a).
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